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About This Game

Match Point is a frenetic couch competition game for 2 - 4 contenders. Tether, kick, block, and counter the ball into the
opposing team's goal as you hop around in the newfound gravity of this modern take on a familiar arena.

Test your talents on a bunch of stages and fiddle with the laws of the game universe to keep it boopin'.

XBOX, Playstation, and Switch controllers are supported.
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I've been watching this game for a while since there are very few couch games that are both easy to pick up (particularly when
intoxicated) and continue playing for a while. For me this joins legendary couch ranks of Nidhogg, Crawl, Lethal League,
Rocket League and perhaps even Super Smash Bros. It's very unassuming graphics with an incredible level of polish and visual
feedback\/crunchiness. You'll be surprised and maybe even terrified at how invested and let down you become when it's the
final match of the game and you narrowly miss the goal.

In short it's Pong on steroids with several new mechanics inlcuding jumping, kicking, grappling the ball, and several different
level layouts. Best played with several of your drunk friends. You definitely won't regret picking this flawless gem up!. Match
Point is a surprising amount of fun, both to play and to spectate! I am completely unable to watch a game without being drawn
in and becoming emotionally invested. The mechanics are simple - you can jump, kick the ball, and pull the ball toward you
with a gravity-like tethering mechanism. One of my all-time favorite "couch co-op" games. Great while sober, great while not
sober.. Don't let the simplicity fool you, this game packs a punch with its fast paced, action packed, and "wow" inducing
gameplay. All packaged in a familiar, clean game. Is it Pong? Not quite. Mechanics like gravity, tethering, and goal shields add
completely new layers to a game that's easy for anyone to pick up.

Grab a couch and get ready to be a little too invested in this new local multiplayer experience, just like the old days. It's nothing
short of a blast.
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Online Multiplayer and Match Point:
Hey Tetherheads!

We've got some cool news. A lot of people have requested online multiplayer in Match Point. We're a two-man team with day
jobs, so network code was a bit beyond the original scope of what we could accomplish for this title. But we're keeping that
priority in mind for our next game!

In the meantime, we've got a really cool solution for Match Point. It's Parsec[parsecgaming.com].

Parsec is kind of like a Steam Link over the Internet, or your own personal Playstation Now. You set up the client and invite
friends to join local multiplayer games. Your screen is streamed to them, and their controller inputs are streamed back to you.
It's super seamless and hella baller. We were blown away by its quality.

How to play Match Point online with Parsec. Host Tournaments with the Match Point Bracket:
Hey, Tetherheads! Along with Match Point, we built a single-elimination tournament bracket website that you can use to run
your own events. We used it at our launch party.[www.facebook.com]
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Go to the Match Point bracket[jollycrouton.com]

You can build teams, automatically assign byes, reorder participants mid-tourney, save competitions for later, and even stream
them to anyone with the link (or to another computer hooked up to a projector!)

It's free. :) Enjoy!

Oh, and thanks to everyone who picked up the game as part of the 2018 Yogscast Jingle Jam! Thanks to you, over $3 million
was raised for charity. Holla!
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